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Performances of metal matrix composites (MMCs) rely strongly on the distribution of particles within the metal matrix but
also on the chemical reaction which may occur at the liquid-solid interfaces. This paper presents the chemical reaction between
aluminum based particles Al

2
O
3
and Al

2
O
3
-AlOOH with magnesium alloys matrixes AZ91 and EL21, respectively, and studies the

microstructure of these reinforced composites. Different methods such as transmission electron microscopy (TEM), differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC), and XRD were used to highlight these chemical reactions and to identify products. Results
demonstrate the formation of MgO particles within the matrix for both composites and also the dissolution of aluminum in the
eutectic region in the case of EL21.

1. Introduction

Metal matrix composites have been catching industrials’
attention due to their mechanical properties. Their potential
importance has increased in a variety of fields such as
aerospace and automotive industries where the increasing
fuel price is leading to the necessity to overcome the weight
reduction issue, but they also find applications in electronic
industries. Due to their low density, aluminum and magne-
sium alloys are very interesting as matrix in MMCs.Through
the addition of submicron-sized particles it is possible to
achieve an enhancement of properties with respect to base
alloys, such as the yield strength, ultimate tensile strength,
hardness, and stiffness. Based on total strengthening effect
models [1] it is suggested that MMCs can be effectively
strengthened by the use of small particles closely spaced
together.

There are various processingmethods to elaborateMMCs
such as liquid state processing, spray deposition techniques,
and solid state processing routes. Each process has its own

advantages, drawbacks, and applications. Besides, the pro-
cessing route impacts directly on the mechanical properties
and microstructures of these composites [2]. Among these
processes used to produce metal matrix composites, stir
casting is widely used because this processing method is
flexible and economically viable and allows mass production.
In this process reinforcement particles are incorporated into
the molten alloy, while a continuous mixing is set to obtain a
suitable dispersion and then the solidification of the molten
alloy occurs under specific conditions to obtain the desired
distribution. Despite the convenience of the process, liquid
stirring has also some major problems [3, 4] such as the poor
wetting of the reinforcement particles by the liquid metal
matrix and the tendency of reinforcement particles to sink or
float depending on their density relative to that of themelt. In
addition, there is the tendency of particles to agglomerate and
form large clusters, an effect that increases significantly when
the size of the reinforcement decreases. By coupling external
fields such as electromagnetic field, power ultrasound, or
high-energy liquid shearing to liquid metal processing, it
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Table 1: Chemical composition (in wt.%) of AZ91 Mg-alloy.

Al Zn Mn Si Fe Cu Ni Mg
8.71 0.66 0.22 0.043 0.001 0.002 0.001 Bal.

Table 2: Chemical composition (in wt.%) of EL21 Mg-alloy.

Nd Gd Zn Zr Mg
2.6–3.1 1.0–1.7 0.2–0.5 Saturated Bal.

seems possible to overcome these issues, by improving the
dispersion of particles to obtain a homogeneous distribution
into the melt and in the mold after the solidification step.

In the last years, many papers have been published on
magnesium-matrix composites containing aluminum oxide
particles, demonstrating some interesting properties of these
composites regarding mechanical properties [5–10], oxida-
tion resistance [11], and wear behavior [12, 13]. However most
of these studies neglect the possible chemical interaction
between matrix and reinforcement, even if this phenomenon
is well known from past studies on magnesium-matrix
composites [14–16].

The aim of this work is to study the chemical interaction
between aluminumoxide-based particles and themagnesium
alloy matrix and to characterize the microstructure of AZ91
and EL21 alloys reinforced with such particles.

2. Materials and Methods

Materials were produced at the Helmholtz Zentrum
Geesthacht (HZG), Germany. Chemical compositions of the
AZ91 and Elektron 21 (EL21) Mg-alloy are listed in Tables
1 and 2, respectively. Al

2
O
3
and Al

2
O
3
-AlOOH ceramic

particles with an average size of 250 nm and 0.5–1 𝜇m,
respectively, were used as the reinforcing materials for AZ91
and EL21, respectively. A liquid stirring process coupled with
an ultrasonic external field has been used to produce these
composites. Ceramic particles (1 wt.%) were introduced into
the molten alloy; the homogenization of the mixture was
conducted first using high speed stirring (200 rpm); then a
power ultrasound external field was applied with the aim
of obtaining a homogeneous distribution; then the metal
was cooled down by water quenching. In this process the
particles are in contact with the melt between seven and
eight minutes.

Microstructural characterization of both composites was
carried out by transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
The microscope was a JEOL JEM 2010 operating at 200 kV
and equipped with a LaB

6
filament. The incertitude of the

EDS results obtained using this TEM is ±1%. Samples were
prepared from 3mm diameter disks (average thickness of
150 𝜇m) followed by mechanical grinding with a dimple and
finally by ion milling at room temperature (final energy of Ar
ions set to 1.5 keV).

DSC reaction studies were carried out on a Perkin Elmer
Pyris DSC 7 instrument, from room temperature at 700∘C at
the heating rate of 20∘C/min in a flowing argon atmosphere.
Steel crucibles were used to minimize the thermal effects

Figure 1: TEM BF picture of the microstructure of EL21 +
Al
2
O
3
-AlOOH.

linked to possible reactions between themagnesiumalloy and
the crucibles. The reaction was studied by mixing overnight
powders of the metal and of the ceramic in a volume ratio 1 : 1
and then by cold pressing the powder mixture into a 3mm
diameter disc that was then analyzed with the DSC. All the
operations concerning magnesium powders were carried out
into a glove box, in order to minimize the oxidation of the
magnesium.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was also carried out to char-
acterize both the starting powders and the product of the
reactions after the DSC runs. A Panalytical X’Pert Pro MPD
instrument was used, with CuK𝛼 radiation. Both aluminum
oxide powders resulted in a mixture of several polymorphs,
mainly 𝛼, 𝛿, and 𝛾, but no other phases were observed.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows a bright field (BF) TEM picture of the typical
microstructure of EL21. After casting, the material displays
a complex microstructure composed of a high number
density of rare earth containing precipitates well distributed
in the Mg crystals, which contribute to the good mechanical
properties of this commercial alloy.The larger precipitates are
observed in the vicinity of macrosegregation areas inherited
by the solidification path. It must be pointed out that, in
the EL21 + Al

2
O
3
-AlOOH composite, particles could not be

found neither in the alloy matrix nor in the eutectic region.
However, a significant amount of aluminum was identified
in the eutectic region. This is illustrated by Figure 2, which
shows EDS analyses supporting the preferential location of
Al in the rare-earth rich phase formed during the eutectic
solidification of the composite.

The detection of Al in the eutectic region does not
however allow determining whether the Al detected comes
from AlOOH or Al

2
O
3
. Nevertheless, the fact that strictly no

Al
2
O
3
particle could be detected neither in the matrix nor in

the eutectic region suggests that Al detected in the eutectic
region can come from both Al

2
O
3
and AlOOH.

The absence of aluminum oxide particles coupled with
the presence of elemental aluminum in the eutectic zone
suggests that during the process aluminum oxide particles
were not dissolved, but they underwent chemical reaction
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Figure 2: (a) BF TEM picture of a eutectic region of EL21 +
Al
2
O
3
-AlOOH composite; (b) EDS spectra of the A and B areas.

with magnesium to form MgO, as confirmed by the direct
TEM observation of MgO particles, as shown in Figure 3.

To better investigate the interaction between aluminum
oxide particles andmagnesium alloys, first thermodynamical
calculation was performed. According to free Gibbs energies,

the formation of MgO and MgAl
2
O
4
is thermodynamically

favorable as shown in the following reactions [17]:

Mg
(l) + Al2O3(s) = 3MgO

(s) + 2Al,

Δ𝐺
(900
∘C) = −123 kJ/mol,

(1)

3Mg
(l) + 4Al2O3(s) = 3MgAl

2
O
4(s) + 2Al,

Δ𝐺
(900
∘C) = −256 kJ/mol.

(2)

During the process, the melt is covered with the Ar/SF6
cover gas mixture and it is poured into the cylindric molds
afterwards. During this pouring process the formation of
MgO from the raw material is possible.

It is evident that the thermodynamics suggests that Al
2
O
3

is not stable in magnesium and that, given a fixed quantity
of aluminum oxide, the most probable phase formed by the
reaction with magnesium is MgO.

In order to verify if the kinetics of these reactions is
sufficient to guarantee the transformation of aluminum oxide
into magnesium oxide, DSC measurements were carried out
first onmixtures of puremagnesiumand alumina and then on
the mixtures of AZ91 or EL21 alloys with alumina.The results
for pure Mg and EL21 alloy are shown in Figure 4.

From the DSC, it is evident that a strong reaction always
occurs (the intense exothermic, down-heading peak), but the
specific pathway of the reaction seems to change from the
pureMg case to the EL21 one. In the case of pure magnesium,
an endothermic peak is observed at lower temperatures,
corresponding to the Al-Mg eutectic melting. The reason for
this different behavior is due to the fact that EL21 powders
are rather coarse, while Mg ones are much finer. By changing
the specific surface of the two powders, the contact surface
between alloy and aluminum oxide changes, so that in the
pure Mg case a significant interfacial reaction occurs before
the main reaction peak. This reaction brings the formation
of Al that dissolves in the Mg-alloy forming a Mg-Al alloy
that melts at much lower temperature than pure Mg. Due
to the low temperature, the interfacial Mg-Al

2
O
3
reaction is

relatively slow, so that the endothermic effect of the eutectic
melting prevails on the exothermic effect of the reaction,
and only an up-heading broad peak is observed. At higher
temperature, the liquid Mg-Al alloy reacts strongly with the
Al
2
O
3
particles, causing the strong exothermic peak observed

at 520∘C.
In the case of EL21 alloy, the interfacial reaction is very

small, due to the large size of Mg-alloy particles, and no
evident thermal effect is observed. Only when the kinetics
of the reaction is sufficiently fast, the reaction starts, and this
brings a strong exothermic peak at 615∘C that is so intense that
covers also the endothermic melting peak of the Mg alloy.

The product of the reaction between Mg and Al
2
O
3
was

analyzed by XRD, as shown in Figure 5 for the case of pure
magnesium.

From the XRD analysis it is possible to observe the
phases Mg, MgO, 𝛾-Al

2
O
3
, and Al

12
Mg
17
. The formation of

MgO is evident, and the aluminum oxide residuum must
not deceive. In this case, to maximize the thermal signal of
the DSC, the reactants (Mg and aluminum oxide) are mixed
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Figure 3: (a) BF TEM of MgO particle in EL21 + Al
2
O
3
-AlOOH composite; (b) EDS spectrum of MgO particle.
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Figure 4: DSC of the reaction of pure Mg (blue) and Elektron 21
(red) with Al
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.

in a 1 : 1 volume ratio, so that there is a very high quantity
of aluminum oxide that cannot be completely consumed by
magnesium. Thus it is not surprising that aluminum oxide is
still present, and it is evident that MgO is formed and Al is
dissolved in the Mg alloy, as confirmed by the formation of
the Al

12
Mg
17
phase.

Thus, the DSC and XRD analysis confirms that the reac-
tion course for this composite material is correctly described
by (1). MgO is more thermodynamically stable compared
to Al
2
O
3
; therefore Mg tends to reduce Al

2
O
3
in order to

formMgO.The absence ofMgAl
2
O
4
, less thermodynamically

stable than MgO, is confirmed by the fact that no MgAl
2
O
4

peak is observed on the XRD spectrum.
McLeod and Gabryel have studied the thermodynamic

stability of several oxides with different magnesium con-
centrations [18]. At higher temperature and at very low Mg
concentration MgAl

2
O
4
spinel will be formed, while MgO is
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Figure 5: XRD of the product of the reaction between pure Mg and
Al
2
O
3
.

formed at lower temperature and higher Mg content. In the
conditions of this work MgO is more stable.

The investigations of the AZ91 + Al
2
O
3
lead to similar

results. Whereas no alumina particle could be revealed in
the Mg-matrix, MgO was observed. Also in this case, Al

2
O
3

particles are hence proved to react in the melt, therefore
leading to the formation of MgO which is shown in Figure 6
and confirmed with EDS results.

Our investigation demonstrates that incorporation of
aluminum oxide particles in a molten Mg-based alloy leads
to a systematic reaction of particles with the melt. For the
EL21 alloy, the particle dissolution induces the segregation
of Al to the eutectic region. On the opposite side, oxygen
released by the reaction forms MgO particles inside the
Mg-matrix. Moreover, the MgO particles identified in the
TEM were systematically shown to range between several
hundreds of nanometer and 1 𝜇m. It is hence expected that,
by tuning the cooling time, the size, and dispersion of
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incorporated aluminum oxide particles, in situ formation
of MgO might be further controlled and could lead to an
interesting combination of microstructure and properties.

4. Conclusion

The behavior of Al
2
O
3
and Al

2
O
3
-AlOOH ceramic particles

after incorporation in molten magnesium alloys has been
investigated. Rapid reaction of those particles with the melt
occurred, as expected from thermodynamics and evidenced
by DSC analyses, with formation of MgO and dissolution
of Al in the melt. Aluminum was shown to be retained in
the eutectic region in the case of the EL21 matrix composite.
Meanwhile, it is demonstrated that incorporation in this
process of Al

2
O
3
and Al

2
O
3
-AlOOH to the molten Mg-

based alloys investigated leads systematically to an interesting
in situ formation of submicron scale MgO particles, which
are significantly more stable in magnesium matrix than
in alumina. This large stability is expected to increase the
wetting of particles by the matrix and will reduce the pushing
effect and therefore will avoid the agglomeration of particles.
This chemical aspect could be used for in situ MMNCs
processing.
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